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Level 2 test format

The test is made up of five papers:

Listening

Reading

Use of English

Writing

Speaking



Listening Paper

Skills to be tested
 understanding specific factual information and opinion
 identifying the main idea of the speaker’s utterance
 understanding implicit information: deducing cause-and-effect relationships, inferring meaning

Format
The test consists of four tasks including 29 items. The test is composed of authentic texts of various lengths and
genres presented in standard British English.

Task А1-А8 – Multiple choice (8 mini texts, 8 three-option items)
Task В1-В8 – Gap fill (8 items)
Task В9-В14 – Matching (6 mini texts, 6 items)
Task А9-А15 – Multiple choice (7 three-option items)

Marking criteria
Each correct answer is worth one mark. The answer in the Gap fill task is considered acceptable if it corresponds
exactly to the given information and is accomplished without spelling mistakes.

The maximum raw score is 29.

Timing
55 minutes
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Listening Paper: Task types
Task А1-А8 Multiple choice

Task В1-В8 Gap fill
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Task В9-В14 Matching

Task А9-А15 Multiple choice
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Reading Paper
Skills to be tested
 understanding specific factual information and opinion
 understanding relations across paragraphs
 deducing cause-and-effect relationships based on detailed comprehension of explicitly and implicitly stated
information
 drawing a conclusion based on the information presented

Format
The Reading paper consists of three tasks including 24 items. The test is composed of authentic non-fiction texts.

Task В1-В7 – Removed sentences (7 items)
Task А1-А8 – Multiple choice (8 four-option items)
Task В8-В16 – Multiple matching (9 items, 6 mini texts)

Marking criteria
Each correct answer is worth one mark.

The maximum raw score is 24.

Timing
48 minutes
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Reading Paper: Task types

Task В1-В7 Removed sentences
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Task А1-А8  Multiple choice
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Task В8-В16 Multiple matching
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Use of English Paper 
Skills to be tested
 using conjunctions, pronouns, parenthetical words and phrases, prepositions, modal verbs, phrasal verbs,

verb forms, adverbs, verb and noun collocations appropriately
 using correct and appropriate lexis in a context
 using correct and appropriate grammar structures and lexis for paraphrasing

Format
The test consists of three tasks including 26 items. 

Task В1-В8 – Cloze test (8 items)
Task А1-А10 – Multiple choice (10 four-option items)
Task В9-В16 – Key word transformation (8 items, 8 sentences)

Marking criteria
Each correct answer is worth one mark. Grammar accuracy and correct spelling are included into the marking 
criteria.

Maximum raw score is 26.

Timing
40 minutes
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Use of English Paper: Task types
Task В1-В8 Cloze test

Task В9-В16 Key word transformation
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Task А1-А10 Multiple choice
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Writing Paper
Skills to be tested
 producing a written text in line with the communicative task
 using language material appropriate to the communicative task
 producing a coherent text using appropriate cohesive devices
 presenting various points of view, providing well developed reasons, showing cause-and-effect relationships
 making an introduction and drawing a conclusion
 comparing, contrasting and showing differences
 eliciting or giving information of a formal character, following the format of a formal letter

Format
The test consists of two tasks: task C1-А «Formal email» (120-160 words)  or С1-В «Graph description» (140-160 
words) and task С2 «Opinion essay» (160-220 words).

Marking criteria
Writing paper tasks are marked by two independent assessors using the following criteria:
Content Relevance and Register Adequacy
Vocabulary: appropriacy, range
Grammar: accuracy, range
Organisation and Mechanical Accuracy

Maximum raw score is 40 (20 points per task).

Timing
70 minutes
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Writing paper: Task types

C1-А Formal email (optional task)
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C1-В Graph description (optional task)
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Task C2 Opinion essay 
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Speaking Paper
Skills to be tested
 coming up with coherent and logical utterances
 speaking fluently and with a good degree of phonological and prosodic accuracy
 using the language appropriate to the task 
 supporting a point of view, providing well developed reasons and showing cause-and-effect relationships
 describing events, phenomena, objects and things
 making an introduction and drawing a conclusion
 maintaining a conversation

Format 
The test is taken face to face, with two candidates and one examiner-interlocutor. The test includes two tasks: Task C3 “Collaborative
task” and Task C4 “Talk with a follow-up question”.

Marking criteria
The candidates’ performances are recorded using a voice recorder and assessed by two independent assessors applying the following 
criteria:
Fluency and Content Relevance and Adequacy 
Grammar: appropriacy, accuracy, range
Lexical Resource:  appropriacy, accuracy, range
Pronunciation 
Interaction 

Maximum raw score is 23.

Timing
20-24 minutes per two tasks, including warming up (1 minute) and preparation time (2 minutes)
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Speaking Paper: Task types

СЗ Collaborative task
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С4 Talk with a follow-up question
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Answer Sheets

Answer sheet types

Instructions
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Answer Sheet A B 

 On completing the Listening, 
Reading, and Use of English paper 
tasks, you have to copy your 
answers onto the answer sheet.

 You have to complete the answer 
sheet within the time limit.

 Use a black gel ink pen (provided 
to the candidate for the duration 
of the test).
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Instructions on how to fill in Answer sheet A B

For Tasks A (multiple-choice tasks), put a cross in the correct box. All questions A are arranged horizontally. If
you need to correct your answer to a question A, shade the box and put a cross in the relevant box.

If you want to return to your initial choice, you have to extend the cross going outside the box.

Please note that each question A has only one answer.
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 For questions B, write your 
answer in capital letters. 

Write a number, letter, word, or 
a phrase of no more than 17 
characters, each character being 
written in a separate box without 
spaces or punctuation marks.

To correct your answers to 
questions B, use two lines at the 
bottom of the answer sheet. 
Write the number of the answer 
you need to correct and your 
answer. 

If you need to return to your 
initial answer, cross out the 
corrections made. 
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Answer sheet С

 For the Writing Paper tasks, use Answer 
Sheet С. Write only on the front side of the 
paper. 

If you don’t have enough space on Answer 
Sheet C, use your Additional Answer Sheet C.

If you don’t have enough space on Answer 
sheet C and Additional Answer Sheet C, you 
can ask for an extra answer sheet C. You can 
have only one extra answer sheet C.

Use the question paper for making notes. 

In the top left-hand corner of Answer Sheet 
C, put a tick in the box against the task you are 
going to do (C1-A or C1-B).
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St Petersburg University
spbu.ru

You are welcome to 
take the test!!!


